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After 2,000 years, ancient knowledge
and sacred texts containing immortal
enlightenment information practiced
by the highest masters on earth has
returned west.
Last month I revealed a supernatural
remedy for blocks and family karma but
there was one major flaw I will address
today. When I picked up the magazine,
I noticed there was a publication error
that resulted in one of the seed sounds
of the meditation mantra being deleted
from my submitted article. Mistakes
like this are one reason why the enlightened masters did not want to reveal PIN
codes such as these to the westerners
because they believed the knowledge
would be changed and therefore lost.
Proper pronunciation is 80% of the
process. If you mispronounce even one
part of one of the mantra words, like a
telephone number, the results will not

be what you intended. It is essential to
maintain the purity and integrity of the
knowledge and not ever change it so it
will maintain its value and yield the
promised benefits.
I have, and continue to dedicate my life
to sharing all the ancient knowledge I
received directly from the lineage of Jesus and Buddha accurately and in integrity, as it was entrusted to me.
Mistakes happen. It is important not to
choose any of the blocks we discussed
in June such as anger, judgment, or unforgiving when mistakes do happen.
Everyone makes mistakes but one of
the markings of a saint is one who can

turn a seemingly negative situation into
a positive one. This month’s article is an
attempt to turn around what happened
into valuable lessons so more of this
ancient knowledge will be released to
benefit more lives.
The error and correction will be addressed at the end of this article because
before any mantra, it is important to
connect within using the three opening
mantras starting with the Guru mantra.
Next month, we will explore the other
two opening mantras that are optimally
done before the start of any meditation
in conjunction with the Guru mantra.
What just happened with the publication error is actually a perfect example
for this month’s topic of a remedy to fix
mistakes when you are doing mantra
meditations with any of these Divine
channels. I find it an interesting correlation that this month’s focus, as intended
in last month’s article, is to focus on the
remedy if you ever mispronounce any of
the mantras through this lineage. Saying the Guru mantra even once before-

hand will fix the mistakes for you so
that you will still pull the intended energy and receive the benefits of the
meditation.
Opening Guru Mantra (Connects your
inner Guru/master through the lineage
of masters all the way to God)
No meditation, healing, or teaching
practice should be started without this
mantra.
Last month I presented the Guru
mantra. This is a common mantra
throughout the east but it contains
hidden power and benefits of which
many people are unaware. It is important to say the Guru mantra first
before beginning any meditation,
healing, or teaching practice.
The highest guru, or master teacher, is
the Divine within you. Any true master
brings you to have your own direct experience of the Divine within, not to
him/herself or anyone outside of yourself. Each time you say inwardly or outwardly the Guru mantra, you are connecting with your soul and expanding
within you the Divine energy of GOD,
the Generator, Operator, and Destroyer
of creation. Meditation with the Guru
mantra is so powerful that it is said if
you say it with an open heart enough
times, you can transform your soul into
a Divine soul.
Doing the Guru mantra also links your
soul with the lineage of enlightened
masters with whom you consciously
and heartfully connect, referred to as
the Guru Parampara. For example,
when I sit and close my eyes and meditate, I picture and first give thanks to my
mom and dad for whom I am forever
grateful and gave me life, along with
those who dedicated their lives to pass
on this ancient enlightenment knowledge for all of humanity’s benefit starting with my teachers Kaleshwar, his
teacher Shirdi Sai Baba, Jesus who holds
a special place in my heart, and the Divine Mother and Father.
One of the greatest benefits of this mantra that Avatar Kaleshwar taught me is
that when you do this mantra before
any healing, teaching or even a massage

session for example, any negativity
sucked from others during meditation,
healing, teaching or massage does not
stay with you but the effects are handled
by the Guru Parampara’s energy and
you are no longer responsible for experiencing the negativity. The blessings of
God and the Guru Parampara are with
you as you consciously connect with
them. In short, just saying the Guru
mantra before your work is an easy
shortcut remedy for fixing any negative
energy you may have pulled with our
without your notice.
There are a few ways one can pronounce
the Guru mantra and variations on a
few words are denoted in parenthesis
below.
Guru Mantra
Om Guru Bramha (or Brahma)
Guru Vishnum (or Vishnu)
Guru Devo Maheshwaraha
(or Maheshvaraha)
Guru Saak Shaat Parabramham
Tas-mayi Sri Guruveyna namaha
Pronunciation of the
mantra:
Om Guru Brahm-ha (or Brah-ma)
Guru Vish-nuum (or Vish-new)
Guru Day-vo Maa-haysh-wara-ha
(or Ma-hesh-vara-ha)
Guru Soock* Shot* Para-brahm-hum
Tos-my Sree^ Guru-vay-na na-ma-ha
*One point of clarification is the fourth
line, the second and third words both
have a double oo sound like the sound
o in sock. The double oo sound is important to say correctly.
*Sree contains a long, not single but
double ee sound.
Process: Say the Guru mantra one,
three or five times in a row prior to any
healing, teaching, meditation.
If you say the Guru mantra 41 times in
a row, at higher levels, you can learn
how to pull any Divine soul to you.
Correction:
The publication error last month was in
the third line, third word of the below

mantra. It is a long/double aa sound, not
a single a that was denoted as a square
box in last month’s article in the word,
rakshamaam.
Supernatural Remedy
for Blocks and Family
Karma
*Process: Just do it. Just repeat it. It’s
enough.
*Mantra: Yidu aanadi
		
jangamu ddharani
		
raksha raksha
rakshamaam
Please refer to the August article for the
pronunciation key that is correct for all
the sounds for accuracy of this process.
It is important to recognize that while
there is positive energy, there also is
negative energy that exists to distract,
disturb and divert the positive energy –
especially when something wonderful is
happening or is about to happen. It is
vital to forgive, meaning to give forth,
and let go as it was before the mistake.
Otherwise, one pulls more negative energy to them to recreate the repetition
of the unwanted negative energy that
not only injures one’s self but others as
well. Forgiveness is a deep and profound life altering topic we will need to
table for another time.
I believe in forgiveness and uprooting
our blocks and setting preventions in
place so the same negative situations do
not repeat, as I shared in the July article
about the seven Stages of Conscious
Correction. May we all learn to see mistakes as opportunities for our highest
growth and instead of choosing our
own blocks, consciously discover the
wisdom hidden in these lessons to grow
more love and light in our lives, and
therefore in our one world.
Juleann Bukovchik Boyce is a Soul Doctor and
is entrusted with the original lost teachings of
Jesus and Buddha and their shared East-West
lineage gifted to her from Saint Sri Sai Kaleshwar. She teaches and gives healings with these
techniques in her private practice based in Los
Angeles. Do you have a question or comment for
Juleann? Send an email to SoulDocJuleann@
gmail.com or learn more at www.ToLoveAllServeAll.com
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